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Remediation Efforts ·at Pantex Contin
ue with Aquifer Testing 
The Higher Education Consortium 
of engineers and scientists at Texas 
Tech, Texas A&tM-College Sta
tion, and the University of Texas at 
Austin continues its work to assist 
Pantex's stated. mission to imple
ment remediation of subsurface 

~ontamination by the year 2000. 
The work is in response to activi
ties and methods of disposal at the 
Pantex Plant prior to the 198Os, 
resulting in subsurface contamina
tion by concentrations of high 
explosives (REs) and chlorinated. 
solvents. 

One task related. to the remedi
ation project involves aquifer test
ing and field evaluation of the 
ground water treatment system 
now operating at the Plant. 

Testing took place at the Zone 
12 Treatability System (ZTI'S) at 
Pantex in Amarillo, Texas. The 
system represents a conventional 
pump-and-treat application and 
includes three ground water 
extraction wells and four passive 
vent wells. The extraction· wells 
remove water from the underlying 
perched. aquifer, and the extracted. 

,..-..,water is treated. with granular 
. _ ,activated. carbon to remove 

dissolved. HEs (Figure 1). 
The ZTTS has operated. almost 

continously since early 1996. Ten 
to eleven gallons per minute are 

pumped. from 
each well and 
treated. in the 
system. Effluent 
from the ZTI'S is 
normally rein
jected. at a former 
monitoring well 
1700 feet north of 
the ZITS. In the 
latter half of 1996, 
a fourth extraction 
well at the south
east extremity of 
the Pantex pro
perty was con
nected. to the 
ZTTS. The new 
well contributes 
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about 5 gpm, or 
less, to the total Figure 1.l..Ilyout of the Zone 12 Trelltability System (ZITS). 
volume extracted.. (Source: e2M.) 

One concern with any pump
and-treat system regards the extent 
of the contaminated. aquifer that is 
affected. by pumping. To evaluate 
the extent and volume, tracer tests 
may be performed.. In tracer tests, 
a conservative chemical such as 
bromide is injected. into the flow 
regime and its movement is moni
tored.. Movement to extraction 
wells indicates flow patterns with
in the aquifer. 

Texas Tech and University of 
Texas researchers contributed. to a 

joint project where bromide was 
injected. for 24 days through a pas
sive vent wel1located. at the center 
of the triangle formed by the first 
three extraction wells at the ZTI'S. 
Bromide waS added. to treated. 
effluent from the zrrs to cause an 
injected. bromide concentration of 
100 mg/L. The solution was then 
passed. through the injection well 
at 70 gpm. Following the 24-day 

(See "Remediation Efforts 
Continue," page 3) 
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WRC Supports Study of Playa 
Lakes Hydrology, Water Budget 

The High Plains region has 
many watersheds that are small 
closed basins containing a playa 
lake, with no stream outlets. This 
physiography concentrates chemi
cal constituents in the surface flow 
to the playa, and the only outlets 
for surface runoff are through 
evaporation and to the ground 
water flow system. Therefore, 
chemical constituents cannot be 
flushed by the surface-flow sys
tem, so such constituents are either 
bound to playa sediments, degrad
ed or combined to form other 
compounds, or transported to the 
ground water flow system by 
infiltrating playa sediments. 

Infiltration is important to 
understanding the potential for 
transporting pollutants to ground 
water and the interaction of playa 
lakes with the ground water flow 
system. Consequently, under
standing the fate of chemical 
constituents (pollutants or others) 
depends on knowledge of the 
hydrologic mechanics of playa 

lakes and their contributing 
watersheds. 

Playa lakes on Texas' Southern 
High Plains serve as focused re
charge sources to the Ogalalla 
aquifer, and the Ogalalla is the 
principal water resource for the 
High Plains. David'IJlompson, 
Ph.D., assistant professor of civil 
engineering, is studying the me
chanics and magnitudes of the fo
cused recharge. Data obtained will 
contribute to better management of 
the Ogallala aquifer. 

The WRC is supporting a study 
on the ''Hydrology and Water 
Budget of Playa Lake Systems" to 
develop a database for several ur
ban playa lakes. Data will be used 
to compute a hydrologic budget 
for each studied playa. The result 
will be an estimate of the amount 
of water infiltrating through playa 
bed sediments and that evaporat
ing from the playa surface. . 

Dr. Thompson is measuring 
playa stage, coupled with bathy
metry of the lake bottom, to esti-
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mate net inflow to the lake during 6 

storm runoff events. Runoff vol- 0 
ume, once computed from record-
ed changes in stage during runoff 
events, will be compared with 
local precipitation data for quality 
assurance of collected data. 
Evaporation will be estimated 
from meteorologic records. The 
resulting hydrologic budget will 
indicate the amount of water infil
trating through playa bed sedi-
ments and represent the amount 
of recharge to the underlying 
aquifer. The study is scheduled 
for completion by August 31, 
1997. 

Data resulting from this study 
will be provided to Heyward 
Ramsey, Ph.D., associate professor 
of civil engineering, and Richard 
Zartman, Ph.D., professor of plant 
and soil science, who are conduct
ing an ongoing study of playa 
water quality, also supported by " 
the WRC. The data will also be 
used to prepare a research 
proposal for the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency. The 
proposed research will use playa 
lakes to study the transport and 
fate of water quality c9nstituents. 

Weather Modification, Costs and Benefits, 
Highlight OWP meeting 
The prospect of weather 
modification and related costs and 
benefits were the.highlight of a 
recent meeting of the High Plains 
Ogallala Area Regional Water 
Management Plan (OWP). The 
quarterly meeting was held 
December 6, 1996, at Texas Tech 
University. 

George Bomar, Texas Natural 
Resource Conservation 
Commission, presented the 
outcome of seeding programs 
conducted in San Antonio, West 
Texas, and Oklahoma. Results 
suggest that there is sufficient 

reason to consider 
seeding as a viable 
technology to increase 
rainfa1125-40%. Dur
ing seeding from 1993 
to 1995, average 
rainfall increased in 
all targeted areas in 
West Texas. 

Seeding 
encourages clouds 
to grow laterally 
and merge with surrounding 
systems, thereby spanning greater 
areas, and causes ice crystals to 
compete with hail embryos to 

capture moisture to make snow 
and thus rain. Keys to a successful 

(See "Economics of weather 
modification," page 4) 
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rRemediation efforts continue 
(Cont. from page 1) 

injection period, treated effluent 
without bromide was injected 
continuously for 42 more days. 
The three extraction wells at the 
ZTIS were sampled daily, and the 
samples were analyzed for bro
mide and field HE content. Figure 
2 shows the variations in bromide 
concentration at the extraction 
wells caused by the h'acer tests. 

Results have been provided to 
the University of Texas team for 
simulation with an appropriate 
ground water model. The model 
application allows estimates to be 
made of variations in hydraulic 
conductivity in the perched aquifer 
affected by the ZTIS. The informa
tion is useful to Pantex environ-

~ental restoration professionals as 
ley consider placement and 

pumping capacities for future 
extraction wells. 

This project could not have 
taken place without the coopera
tion of engineering-environmental 
~gement,Inc. (e2~),the 
environmental contractor that 
designed, built, and operates the 
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system at ZTIS. The 
Battelle Environmental 
Research Group permit
ted this work to occur. 

00 r-----------------------------~r--------------, 

The work is funded by 
the Department of Energy 
through the Amarillo 
Natural Resource Center 
for Plutonium. 

The consortium iden
tified three additional 
tasks related to clean up 
efforts at Pantex: bioreme
diation and vadose zone 
and chromium remedi
ation. These tasks were 
discussed in previous 
WRC newsletters. 
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Figure 1. Bromide concentration histories at 
extraction wells. 
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WRC Announces 1996 Graduates 
The Water Resources Center faculty and staff congratulate those stu
dents who completed their degree plans in 1996. The following students 
were partially or fully supported during their graduate studies, either 
directly through WRC research projects or indirectly under projects 
managed by the WRC. 

Master of Science in Civil Engineering 

Student Name 

John Stewart Cox 

Troy ~atthew 
Dorman 

DouglasJ. 
Goss 

Timothy Lee 
Parker 

~hesh Subban 
Venkat 

Seyoung 
Ahn 

Report/Thesis Title 

Nonthesis 

The Texas High Plains Aquifer System: ~odeling 
and Projections for the Southern Region 

GIS-based Oassifications and Comparison of 
Playa Lakes Goss as Wetlands on the Southern 
High Plains 

Aquatic Invertebrate Biodiversity ~odel to Gauge 
Effluent Strength 

Nonthesis 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Ammonia-Nitrogen Removal from Feedlot Lagoon 
Effluent by Algae System 
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Economics of weather modification 
(Cont. from page 2) 

seeding programme timing, a 
well-chosen target, high perfor
mance aircraft, and accurate 
seeding. 

Public perception and under
standing of the program is also 
crucial to its success. Mr. Bomar 
said there remain mixed feelings 
on the abUses and misuse of 
weather modification, and the 
public needs to be made aware of 
research on potential environmen
tal effects and benefits from the 
beginning of a seeding program. 
Previous studies have shown that 
public opinion improves through
out such programs if the public is 
dealt with in an honest and open 
manner. 

Mr. Bomar cautioned that 
weather modification is not a 
II quick fix" to the drought, which 
is the worst time to begin a seed
ing program. The practice is less 
effective because the clouds are 
insuffident in number or are not 
the right kind. Also, the public 
may pen::eive the program as 
ineffective because of a less than 
satisfactory outcome. A successful 
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seeding program is used over 
several years, in wet and drought 
periods. 

James Jonish, Ph.D., professor of 
economics at Texas Tech, dis
cussed the economic benefits of 
increasing precipitation in West 
Texas. Economic benefits are 
determined by identifying benefits 
from a private standpoint (e.g., 
crop yield, livestock, reduced 
irrigation costs, water quality). 
Social benefits must also be iden
tified (e.g., increased runoff and 
reservoirS, downwind beneficia
ries, reduced aquifer depletion, 
higher humidity, lower evapora
tion, water quality). Secondary 
benefits, benefits to the region it
self, and private and sodal costs 
are also integral to determining 
the economic benefits of weather 
modification. 

Using figures for 1995 yi~lds of 
cotton, sorghum, wheat, and live
stock, Dr. Jonish illustrated the 
impact of a 10 percent increase in 
rain and the resulting increased 
yields. The estimated yields, al-

though conservative, resulted in a 
direct economic impact of a quarter 
million dollars and a regional 
impact of $382 million. 

Once weather modification is 
deemed beneficial, the question of 
who is going to pay for the pro
gram needs to be answered. Pay
ment by the region can be based on 
the benefits received (horizontal 
equity), or landowners could pay a 
per acre charge (vertical equity). 
The latter plan allows urban 
residents to pay less because they 
would benefit less than their rural 
counterparts. Ideally, two-thirds of 
the program costs would be paid 
by landowners according to bene
fit, and one-third would be paid by 
thedty. 

The next OWP meeting is ('"'., 
scheduled for Friday, March 7, in 
Plainview, Texas. The exact loca-
tion has yet to be determined. All 
interested persons are invited to 
attend and take part in the plan-
ning effort. For more information, 
contact Lloyd V. Urban, Ph.D., at 
(806) 742-3597 or Wayne Wyatt at 
(806) 762-0181. 
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